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We investigate the issue of testing CPT invariance in the neutral-D system, using D events obtained either
from fixed-target experiments or from a 7-charm factory. For both types of experiments we show that the
expected suppression of mixing in the D system, normally viewed as a disadvantage for CP tests, allows
unsuppressed measurement of certain parameters describing CPT violation. Asymmetries are presented that
permit the extraction of parameters for direct CPT violation in the D system and for indirect CPT violation
in the K system. We also show that experiments on the neutral-D system provide an alternative means for
measuring conventional indirect T violation in the kaon system.
PACS number(s): 11.30.Er, 13.20.Fc, 13.20.6d
I. INTRODUCTION
CPT invariance is believed to be a fundamental symme-
try of local relativistic point-particle field theories [1—4]. Ex-
perimental studies of CPT symmetry probe the foundations
of modern particle physics, and they can therefore provide
tests of certain alternatives to conventional theories. For ex-
ample, one measurable signature of an underlying string
theory could be a violation of CPT appearing through a
mechanism ultimately traceable to string nonlocality [5,6].
Another example is a possible CPT-violating effect that
might arise from modifications of quantum mechanics due to
quantum gravity [7—9], perhaps in the context of string
theory [10].
The most stringent bound on CPT violation, which by
one measure is a few parts in 10 [11—13], arises from in-
terferometric tests in the neutral-kaon system. Other neutral-
meson systems may also provide interesting CPT bounds.
For example, in the string-based scenario for CPT violation,
effects could appear at levels accessible to experiment not
only in the K system but also in the B and D systems [6].
Since the corresponding sizes of any CPT violation could be
different, it is important to bound experimentally the CPT-
violating parameters in all these systems.
To date, no experimental bounds have been placed on
CPT violation in the B or D systems. The feasibility of
placing experimental limits on the parameters for direct and
indirect CPT violation in the B system has recently been
demonstrated [14]. It is plausible that analysis of existing
data could already set interesting bounds, and the B factories
currently under construction should provide further improve-
ments.
In contrast, despite significant advances in the understand-
ing of charm physics (for a recent Proceedings, see Ref.
[15]),there has been as yet neither an experimental study nor
a systematic theoretical treatment of CPT violation in the D
system. Indeed, measurements of any indirect CP violation
in the D system are generally viewed as infeasible. This is
because the decay time for the neutral D meson is much less
than its characteristic mixing time, so any indirect CP vio-
lation is suppressed by a small mixing parameter x. Also, the
short D lifetime means that only time-integrated rates can be
observed. This raises a second issue: disentangling the vari-
ous T and CPT effects so the quantities parametrizing CPT
violation can be isolated.
In this paper, we address the issues of suppression and
disentanglement with a model-independent treatment in the
context of conventional quantum mechanics. Our framework
can therefore handle the string-based CPT violation dis-
cussed in Refs. [5,6]. Additional CPT-violating effects in-
volving some modified form of quantum mechanics might
arise from the evolution of pure states into mixed ones in
quantum gravity [7—9] or possibly in string theory [10].One
approach to modeling such effects is to modify the Schro-
dinger equation, which introduces additional parameters. In
the context of the kaon system, a simple parametrization in-
volving three additional quantities has been suggested
[16,17].A treatment of this topic in the present context lies
outside the scope of the present paper. We restrict ourselves
here to the observation that it would be of interest to gener-
alize the present results and those of Ref. [14] to incorporate
possible CPT violation in the B and D systems arising from
modifications to quantum mechanics.
To address the issue of suppression, we show that the size
of the mixing parameter x is irrelevant to the measurement of
certain parameters describing direct CPT and indirect T vio-
lation. Moreover, the suppression of indirect D-system CP
violation can in fact be viewed as an advantage because the
D-decay modes to kaons are then accompanied by unsup-
pressed and measurable indirect K-system CPT and T vio-
lation. These results indicate that CP studies in the neutral-D
system are of experimental interest despite the small size of
the mixing parameter x.
To address the issue of disentangling T and CPT effects,
we provide certain asymmetries that separate parameters de-
scribing CPT violation. In the analysis, we consider fixed-
target experiments producing single tagged neutral D mesons
(these would also include tagged D mesons from a B fac-
tory) and experiments at a v-charm factory, which would
produce large numbers of correlated D D pairs from the
decay of the l/1(3770) resonance. We obtain estimates for
bounds on CPT violation that could be obtained from
present and future experiments of both classes.
Current experimental limits on direct CP violation in
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa- (CKM-) suppressed decay
modes of the D meson are attaining the 10% level [18].
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About 10 fully reconstructed charm events already exist
[19],and it appears feasible to obtain about 10 fully recon-
structed D events by the turn of the century using fixed-
target and factory experiments [20].The analysis we present
here suggests that some bounds on CPT violation might al-
ready be obtained from extant data and that results of experi-
ments over the next few years would yield useful limits.
II. PRELIMINARIES
The eigenvectors of the effective Hamiltonian for the
D -D system are
IDs)=[(1+eD+ ~D)ID )+(1 ~D ~D)ID')l/v2
IDL) = [(1+ED —lsD) ID ) —(1—eD+ BD) ID )]//2. (1)
The CP-violating complex parameters eo and BD are mea-
sures of indirect T and indirect CPT violation, respectively.
The analogous parameters ez and 6z for the K system are
defined by Eq. (1) but with the replacement D~K.
We denote the decay rates of the physical particles Ds,
DL by ys, yL and their masses by ms, mL. Useful combi-
nations of these basic parameters are
m mL ms y=ps+ yL, a =Am +Ay /4, andb'= ~m'+ 7'/4
In the D system, the mixing parameter x = 2b m/y is ex-
perimentally bounded [21] to Ixl (0.08. The theoretical
value of x is uncertain. Calculations based on standard-
model physics [22] suggest that Ixl is smaller than 10
although the presence of long-distance dispersive effects
makes accurate prediction difficult [23,24]. However, exten-
sions to the standard model can generate larger values of x.
We therefore keep terms to order x in what follows. Also,
in explicit estimates, we take 5y= Am for simplicity.
Among the effects of scaling 6 y relative to Am is the scal-
ing of ReBD relative to ImBD. In any event, any such effects
are straightforward to calculate from the general expressions
we provide below.
Our analysis makes use of two different classes of
D-meson decays. The first class, called semileptonic type f-
decays, includes the usual semileptonic decays along with a
special class of other modes D ~f for which there is no
lowest-order weak process allowing a significant contamina-
tion of either D ~f or D ~f. The currently observed final
states f of this type with significant branching ratios are the
usual semileptonic ones and those that involve production of
a K*(892) along with other nonstrange mesons. For the
remaining observed modes, a CKM-suppressed process con-
tributes to the contaminating transitions. The second class,
called semileptonic type K X de-cays, includes all final states
that contain a K but do not contain a K . This means there
Throughout this paper we assume small CP violation, implying
small T and CPT violation, and we neglect terms that are higher
order in small quantities. Our phase conventions are discussed in
more detail in Refs. [6,14].
The analysis leading to this result assumes negligible CPT vio-
lation. The value of x could be larger if significant CPT violation is
present. Our assumption of small CP violation makes it consistent
to take x small also.
is no lowest-order weak process for D —+K X or
D ~K X. Note that the above requirements for both types
of decay are more stringent than imposing only that the con-
jugate mode is CKM suppressed. For example, the state
f=K—sr+ is excluded.
III. FIXED-TARGET EXPERIMENTS
«l(fl ~ID(t)) I'Jo
Ff2- i 1 1 2hy
y + —2 (1—2 Reyf) — Re(28D+xf)
i Vsyl. b'J YS YL
46m
Im(2 8D+xf), (3)
dtl(fly'ID(t)) I2Jo
=Rf(yf y f 8D 8D —xf xf (4)
&f= «l(f1ID(t)) I'
( 1 1l
——
2 [1—2 Re(2' —y )]2 i VS' b'1 f
25y 45m
Re f b2 IIHxfYs YL
f
«l(f1ID(t)) I'Jo
=Rf(yf~ y f eD~ E—D xf xf ). (6)
The expressions for the rates Rf and Rf are obtained by
making the indicated replacements in Rf and Rf, respec-
tively.
From these rates, we can extract an asymmetry providing
information about direct CPT violation. It is
This section presents our analysis of rates and asymme-
tries for fixed-target experiments. We first consider integrated
decay rates involving semileptonic-type f decays. The asso-
ciated transition amplitudes can be parametrized as [25,26]
(f1ID') =Ff(1 yf) (f1ID') =xfFf(1 yf)
(fl &ID') =I' f"(1+yf*) (fl ~ID') =xf +f*(1+yf*).
The independent quantities Ff, yf, xf, and xf are all com-
plex. The latter two vanish if EC=EQ, so in what follows
we treat them as small. If T invariance holds, all four quan-
tities are real. If CPT invariance holds, xf=xf and yf=0.
The parameter yf therefore characterizes direct CPT viola-
tion in the decay to f and as such is of particular interest
here.
Time-integrated rates for semileptonic-type f decays of D
mesons can be expressed in terms of the above quantities.
Denote by ID(t)) the time-evolved state arising from the
state ID ) at t=O and by ID(t)) the state arising from
ID ) at t= 0. Then, there are four time-integrated rates of
interest, given by
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Rf—Rf 1Af—= = —2 Reyf — z (Ayb t4 ReBD+Re(xf —xf)]+2hmysyl[4 Imp+1m(xf+Xf)])Rf+R; r(b + Vsri)
—
—2 Reyf —x[ReBD+ Re(xf —xf)+2 1m'+ —, Im(xf+xf)]
The first term in this expression is a measure of direct CPT
violation in the D system. The remaining terms are sup-
pressed by the mixing parameter x. If we further assume that
violations of AC=AQ are independent of CP violation,
then xf=xf . This makes the asymmetry Af independent of
the particular final state.
Another asymmetry can be formed as
Rf—RfA'—= =2 Re(2' —y ).f=R +R- ff f
In deriving the latter expression, we have taken violations of
b, C=EQ to vanish for simplicity. This asymmetry is of
lesser interest than that of Eq. (7) because the rates them-
selves are suppressed by at least one power of x. This means
the statistics required for observation of this asymmetry are
increased by a factor of at least I/x, so we disregard it in the
following.
Next, we consider integrated decay rates involving
semileptonic-type K X decays. Define transition amplitudes
for these processes analogous to the definitions in Eq. (2):
&K'ITID'&=F~(1 yx)—, «'ITID'&=x~Fx(1 yK)—
«'FETID'&=Fx(1+
yB
(K'FETID'&=xXFx(1+
yD
To simplify notation, in the above amplitudes the symbols
(K
~
and (K
~
are used to represent the full multiparticle
final states containing the corresponding K meson. The com-
plex parameters xz, xz, Fz, and yz depend on the specific
final state involved. They have the same properties under T
and CPT invariance as the analogous parameters for
semileptonic-type f decays. Note that xlc and xK are taken to
be small because the associated amplitudes have no lowest-
order weak contribution.
Observable final states involve Ks and KL rather than
K and K . We use the notation (Ks~ and (KL
~
to represent
the linear combinations of the semileptonic-type K X final
state and its charge conjugate given by the kaon equivalent
of Eq. (1). With these amplitudes, there are again four inte-
grated rates:
f oo Re Fz1~ 2 -y'I 1 1 J2 yl 1 y
R = dtl(K ITID(t)&l = + ———Re 8 —e + —x + —+ —Re —x ——Re(e + 6 +y )s ) s 2 ys ( ys b2] ( 2 + l ys b2 2 b2
26m ( 1 ) ImFtc
+ p Im elc+~lc —~D+eD —2(x~+x~) + R Fb i 2 e tc (10)
Rs= dtl(KslTlD(t)&l =Rs(~D~ ~D ~D~ ~D yes~ ylc»Ic~—xlc ~lc~ ~lc ~lc~ —g)Jo
f oo ReFz 1 ~2 y) ~ 1 t ~2 y~ 1
RI = dt~(KL~T~D(t)&~ = ——' ———2 Re BD+ eD+ —xz —~ —+ —z Re —xJc——2 Re(ez Bz+ylc)—Jo 2 yL, ~ yL, b' ~ 2 i ( yI. b'~
26m ImF
+ 2 Ilil elc ~K+ ~D+ ED+ (XIc+xlc) +2
g ReF+
(12)
Rl. = dtl&KLlTI|D(t)&l =Rs(~D ~D ~D~ ~D ylc~ yacc»lc~xlc ~lc~—elc ~lc —C).
do
In the above a double arrow ~ is used to indicate an interchange of parameters rather than a substitution.
From these integrated rates, two useful asymmetries can be constructed:
Rs —Rs ' yys yys yysAs= — =2 1 — 2 ~Re(ED BD) p Re(xic xlc)+ 2 Re(@le+ B—z+yK)2b i 2b b
=2(1+ 2x x)Re[@le+ 8Ic+ylc —z(xlc xK)] —x(1 —2 )Rxe(e— DBD), (14)
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Rl. —Rt, ' yyL l YVL YYLAL—= =2~ 1 — z lRe(&i)+BD)+ z Re(x~ —x~)+ 2 Re(E+.—8~+y~)RL+Rl ( )
=2(1—2x —x )Re[@~—8J;+yJ;+ 2(x~—x~)] +x(1 +2x)Re(Ep +BD). (15)
Their difference gives the combination
AL, —As= —4 Re8~+2 Re(x~ xK)—+2x Re(ED E~ yz)+4x Re[BD+ Bz—2(xz —xz)], (16)
while their sum is
Al +As=4 Re(e~+y~)+2x Re[BD+ 8~——,'(x~ —x~)]+4x Re(~D —~Jr —y~).
Assuming violations of AC=AQ are independent of CPT
violation, the terms containing xz —xz vanish. In any event,
for negligible mixing x these expressions reduce to their first
terms.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AT A v-CHARM FACTORY
In this section, we turn to a discussion of rates and asym-
metries for experiments that are feasible at a 7-charm fac-
tory. Several relevant integrated rates arise. One is the time-
integrated rate I'(f, ,f2) for the decay of the correlated
D D pair into states f, and f2. In discussing other rates, it
is convenient to separate the rate I (f, ,f2) into the compo-
nent I +(f, ,f2) for which the decay into f, occurs first and
the component I' (fi,f2) for which f2 occurs first. Then,
another useful quantity is the inclusive rate I';+„„(f,), ob-
tained by summing I +(fi,f2) over final states f2. We find
I (fi fz) = 2 laisa2LI + l~iLa2slYS7L
7S7L (a,*sa2~a, l a 2s+ c.c.),
We begin by considering semileptonic-type f decays. The
parameter Reyf describing direct CPT violation can be ex-
tracted from the above rates using the asymmetry
I",„„(f)—r,'„„(f)
r,„„(f)+r,„„(f) (21)
We see that this asymmetry provides a test of direct CPT
violation that is independent of any T or indirect CPT vio-
lation.
Other asymmetries with suppressed component rates or
suppressed magnitudes can be examined by restricting atten-
tion to semileptonic-type f decays in both channels. An
asymmetry isolating parameters for indirect CPT violation
in the D system can be constructed as
I'+(f f) —I' (f,f) b b y RehD+2bm'ysyl. 1m'
I +(f,f)+I (f,f) y(b + ysYI)
=x(ReBD+ 2 Im8D). (22)
The derivation assumes violations of AC = 3,Q are indepen-
dent of CP violation, so that xf=xf . The x dependence of
the result Ineans that the number of events required to mea-
sure a nonzero value for Aii is scaled by lix . Another
possible asymmetry is
2 Elaisl'+l~lLI'
I'(f,f) —I'(f, f)
r(f,f)+1(f,f) (23)
—2[a&sail(ReeD+i 1m')+c c ]}, (19.).
where the transition amplitudes are defined as
~ s=&f ~T~Ds) a 1. =&f ~T~DI.) (20)
Further details about calculating these rates may be found in
Refs. [6,14].
In this case, the rates themselves are suppressed by a factor
of x, so the required statistics are scaled by 1/x".
Next, we consider the case with one channel involving a
semileptonic-type K&X or KLX decay while the other chan-
nel involves a semileptonic-type f decay. Transition ampli-
tudes for the KA' decays are defined in Eq. (9). With these,
we obtain
&~sl TIDL) „Re(F~y~)
&Xs(T~Ds) '~+ 'D ~ D ReF~ 2 R F (x~Fsc xKF~)—e z
ImF~ ImF~ Im(F~y ~)+i 1 —i ( —Eg+ eD —g+ 8D) — (xgFg+x~Fg )+iReFz ReFz 2 ReFz ReF~ (24)
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&K,
~
T~Ds)
7K 7K ( ~D ~D r ~K ~K rXK XK rXK XK).(Ki l TIDi) (25)
Using these, we calculate two useful rate asymmetries:
l (f Ks) l (f—Ks)
Ay, z,= I (f Ks)+I (f,Ks)
= 2 Re( ~D —yf —BD) — 2 Re( rfK ), (26)
and
A f,KL=A f,Ks(KS KL) A f,Ks( ~D ~D ~r 7Ks 7KL ) .
(27)
Af K —— 2 Reyf+2 Re(eK+ BK+yK)+ -', x Re(eD —BD),
(28)
Af Ic —2 Reyf+2 Re(eK —BK+yK)+ 2x Re(eD+ 8D).
(29)
The difference between the two above equations is a func-
tion of CPT-violating parameters:
These two asymmetries have been derived under the assurnp-
tion that violations of EC=AQ are independent of CPT
violation, so that x~=x& and xz=xz. Since ImFz controls
the direct T violation in these processes, we have also treated
it as a small quantity. This latter assumption is made more
plausible by the current experimental bounds at about the
10%%uo level on parameters describing direct T violation [18].
The above expressions can be approximated for the D sys-
tem as
V. ESTIMATES OF BOUNDS ATTAINABI. E
The asymmetries given in the previous two sections dem-
onstrate that CPT information can be extracted from the D
system. Next, we investigate the bounds attainable using
these asymmetries. For fixed-target experiments, we estimate
the number of D particles required to reduce the error in a
given asymmetry to one standard deviation. For measure-
ments at a ~-charm factory, we estimate the number of
P(3770) events required for a similar precision. The analysis
follows the methods presented in Refs. [27,6,14].
Assuming a binomial event distribution and- a general
asymmetry A = (N+ N)/(N— ++N ), observation of a
nonzero (A) at the No. level requires an expected number of
events (N+) =N (1+(A))(1—(A) )j2(A) . Conversion of
this to an expected number of D events required in a fixed-
target experiment involves multiplication by the inverse
branching ratio for the D decay into the relevant final state.
Similarly, conversion to an expected number of P(3770)
events required in a v-charm factory requires multiplication
by two, to incorporate the branching ratio of P(3770) into
two neutral D mesons, and by the inverse branching ratio for
the further decays into the relevant final states. Interference
effects in the correlated decays can be neglected because T
and CPT violation is assumed small.
We first consider the asymmetries arising from the fixed-
target experiments discussed in Sec. III.
For the asymmetry Af given by Eq. (7), assuming suffi-
cient suppression by x, the number of D events required to
measure Rey& to within one standard deviation a. is
AL, s=A& K —A f +~ —4 Re8z+5x ReBD. (30)
N (R yf)= 8 B(D f) (32)
The coefficient of ReBD is of order no larger than 10 . The
second term can therefore be neglected, and we are left with
an asymmetry measuring the parameter Re6z for indirect
CPT violation in the K system. This result is independent of
either of the final states, so the statistics can be made more
favorable by summing over the class of relevant final states.
The sum of the two asymmetries gives the combination
Ai.
,
s=Af K +Af K =4 Re(eK +yK yf)+5x ReeD. —(31)
The asymmetries As and Al given in Eqs. (14) and (15)
have the same general form as AI, so the number of D
events needed to reduce the error in either to one standard
deviation is given by an expression analogous to Eq. (32).
However, the interesting information is contained in their
sum and difference Al ~As given in Eqs. (17) and (16).
Combining errors in quadrature gives the number of D par-
ticles required to reduce the error in AL ~A& to one standard
deviation as
Here, the parameter measuring indirect T violation in the
neutral-D. system is suppressed by the factor x, thereby
producing an asymmetry measuring the combination
Re(eK+yK —yf). Note that this quantity depends on both
final states through the direct CPT-violation parameters yz
and y&.
It can be shown that Eq. (30) is in fact correct to terms simulta-
neously quadratic in IrnFz and linear in 8D or Bz even if the con-
straint of small direct T violation is relaxed.
ND(AI ~As) =
a B(D ~K + any) (33)
In particular, for small x we obtain
ND(Re BK) =ND [Re( eK+ y K) ]= 16oB(D ~K +any).
(34)
The branching ratios relevant to the above neutral-D de-
cay are typically of the order of several percent. Disregarding
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1
0{ o)( yf) 2 B(D f) ' (35)
The combination A~ s of asymmetries given by Eq. (30)
measures Rekz, the parameter for indirect CPT violation in
the K system. The independence of AL
~
on the specific
semileptonic-type f decay means that the corresponding
branching ratios can be added. Using Ref. [21], we get
XfB(D ~f)=27% . The quantity A L z is also independent
of the specific final-state particles that appear with the Kz or
Kz in the other channel in a general semileptonic-type K X
final state. Summing over these gives X&B(D ~K X)
=38%. Furthermore, in determining the final result it is rea-
sonable to take as roughly equal the errors in the two asym-
metries A& & and A& z . Collecting this information, we find
that the number Np{377(j)(ReBx) of P(3770) events needed to
reduce the error in Re8z to within one standard deviation
0 is
1
N I//{ 3770)(Re ~K) 2 . (36)
(potentially important) experimental effects, the present
availability of 10 reconstructed events suggests that bounds
of the order of 10 to 10 could be placed on both direct
CPT violation in the D system [using Eq. (32)] and indirect
CPT violation in the K system [using Eq. (34)]. Direct
bounds at this level would already be of interest, and the
possibility of substantially increased numbers of recon-
structed D events suggest significant improvement could be
expected in the near future.
Next, we turn to bounds arising from experiments at a
r-charm factory.
The parameter Rey& determining direct CPT violation
can be measured using Af given in Eq. (21). The second
final state is unrestricted, so it suffices to multiply by the
inverse branching ratio for the process D ~f. However, the
asymmetry involves only those events for which the decay
into f occurs first. Since yz=yl in the D system, events
with the decay into f occurring first are roughly equally fre-
quent as those with the decay occurring second. An extra
factor of two is therefore needed. Collecting these factors,
we find that the number Np{377O)(Reyf) of p(3770) events
needed to reduce the error in Rey& to within one standard
deviation o is
25m
ReBD= ~ ImBD (38)
For illustrative purposes, we now neglect y&, x&, x&, and
terms involving second and higher powers of x in the asym-
metries, and we suppose ez is known to sufficient precision
from other experiments. From Eq. (7) for the asymmetry
Af, summing over final states f we find
3 600
Ng7(Re6D+ 2 1m') = 2x 0 CT (39)
where in the final form we have taken a value x=0.05 close
to the maximum possible. Similarly, summing over final
states KX in Eq. (17) gives
1 200
ND(ReBD) = 2 2 — 2 .2x 0 0 (40)
Finally, summing over final states in Eq. (22) gives
9 3600
Np 3{77 )O(R e tiD+ 2 Im&D) = (41)
These equations show that both ReBD and ImBD can in prin-
ciple be extracted if conditions are favorable. For this pur-
pose, fixed-target experiments are somewhat better from the
theoretical viewpoint. Under these circumstances, interesting
bounds could already be placed on BD with existing data.
In this case, the result is less favorable than the correspond-
ing fixed-target results, Eqs. (32) and (34), because two (rela-
tively small) branching ratios enter instead of one.
Equations (34) and (37) involve ez. , which measures in-
direct T violation in the K system, along with the parameters
y& and yz for direct CPT violation in the D system. These
equations can therefore be used either as measurements of
direct CPT violation if ez is taken from other experiments in
the K system, or as measurements providing a new check on
ez if CPT violation is assumed small. In the latter case, the
possibility of 10 reconstructed D events could in principle
produce a measurement of ez to 10 or so.
In the event that the magnitude of x is relatively close to
the current experimental limit, as could happen in extensions
of the standard model, it may be possible to use the above
asymmetries to extract the parameters ReBD and ImBD de-
scribing D-system CPT violation and therefore to provide a
test of the string-inspired relation [6j
This result is somewhat more favorable than the correspond-
ing fixed-target result, Eq. (34).
The sum of the asymmetries AJ+z measuring the combi-
nation Re(ex+yx. —yf), given in Eq. (31), dePends on both
final states. Otherwise the estimation is the same as for
A~ & given above. Therefore, we get
Ntl'1{3770)[Re(eK+yK y f)]
VI. SUMlVIARY
In this paper, the possibility of testing CPT invariance in
the neutral-D system has been examined. We give asymme-
tries relevant to this issue that can be obtained from data
taken at present and future fixed-target and factory experi-
ments. They permit the determination of certain parameters
governing CPT violation in the D and K systems. Unsup-
pressed measurements of direct D-system CPT violation are
(37)8o B(D ~K +any)B(D ~f) The possibility of measuring ez using reconstructed chargedD events has recently bee-n suggested [28].
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feasible. Moreover, suppression by the mixing parameter x
of indirect D-system CPT violation makes unsuppressed
measurements of indirect K-system CPT violation possible
too. Under particularly favorable circumstances, indirect
D-system CPT violation may also be measurable.
In the fixed-target case, assuming small x, Eq. (7) gives
the parameter Reyf controlling direct CPT violation in the D
system. Similarly, Eq. (16) gives ReB&, involving indirect
K-system CPT violation, and Eq. (17) gives the combination
Re(eK+y&) of quantities measuring indirect K-system T
violation and direct D-system CPT violation. All these
asymmetries also contain terms higher than second order in
the small mixing parameter x, involving indirect CP viola-
tion in the D system.
For experiments at a r-charm factory, Eq. (21) gives
Rey/, Eq. (30) gives Re8'tc, and Eq. (31) gives the combi-
nation Re(ex+ yz —y/). Again, parameters for indirect CPT
violation in the D system are suppressed by some power of
x. The only asymmetries requiring knowledge of the sign of
the time difference between the two decays of the correlated
pair are those in Eqs. (21) and (22).
For both types of experiment, excluding possible back-
ground or acceptance issues, estimates of the bounds attain-
able are given in Sec. IV. From a purely theoretical perspec-
tive, fixed-target experiments are preferable for measuring
direct CPT violation because only one decay channel is in-
volved. In contrast, experiments at a 7.-charm factory are
preferable for measuring indirect K-system CPT violation
because the correlations between the D pairs make possible a
sum over decay channels. In any event, interesting bounds on
various types of CP T violation are attainable in the
neutral-D system, using data already existing or likely to
become available within a few years.
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